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ABSTRACT
Context. Laser guide stars (LGS) allow adaptive optics (AO) systems to reach greater sky coverage, especially for AO systems cor-

recting the atmospheric turbulence on large fields of view. However LGS suffer from limitations, among which is their apparent
elongation which can reach 20 arcsec when observed with large aperture telescopes such as the European Southern Observatory 39 m
telescope. The consequences of this extreme elongation have been studied in simulations and laboratory experiments, although never
on-sky, yet understanding and mitigating those effects is key to taking full advantage of the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) six
LGS.
Aims. In this paper we study the impact of wavefront sensing with an ELT-scale elongated LGS using on-sky data obtained with the
AO demonstrator CANARY on the William Herschel telescope (WHT) and the ESO Wendelstein LGS unit. CANARY simultaneously
observed a natural guide star and a superimposed LGS launched from a telescope placed 40 m away from the WHT pupil.
Methods. Comparison of the wavefronts measured with each guide star allows the determination of an error breakdown of the elongated LGS wavefront sensing. With this error breakdown, we isolate the contribution of the LGS elongation and study its impact. We
also investigate the effects of truncation or undersampling of the LGS spots.
Results. We successfully used the elongated LGS wavefront sensor (WFS) to drive the AO loop during on-sky operations, but it
necessitated regular calibrations of the non-common path aberrations on the LGS WFS arm. In the off-line processing of the data
collected on-sky we separate the error term encapsulating the impact of LGS elongation in a dynamic and quasi-static component.
We measure errors varying from 0 nm to 160 nm rms for the dynamic error and we are able to link it to turbulence strength and
spot elongation. The quasi-static errors are significant and vary between 20 nm and 200 nm rms depending on the conditions. They
also increase by as much as 70 nm over the course of 10 m. We do not observe any impact when undersampling the spots with pixel
scales as large as 1.9500 , while the LGS spot full width half maximum varies from 1.700 to 2.200 ; however, significant errors appear
when truncating the spots. These errors appear for fields of view smaller than 10.400 to 15.600 , depending on the spots’ elongations.
Translated to the ELT observing at zenith, elongations as long as 23.500 must be accommodated, corresponding to a field of view of
16.300 if the most elongated spots are put across the diagonal of the subaperture.
Key words. instrumentation: adaptive optics – methods: observational – telescopes – atmospheric effects

1. Introduction
Laser guide stars (LGS) are used to provide adaptive optics (AO)
systems with guide stars which can be placed anywhere in the
sky so as to extend sky coverage (Foy & Labeyrie 1985). The
Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) currently under construction
by the European Southern Observatory (ESO) will benefit from
up to six LGS (Tamai et al. 2018), which will be used by most of
?
Data are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.
u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/649/A158

the instruments to provide wide-field AO correction, for example
with HARMONI (Laser Tomography AO, Neichel et al. 2016)
and MAORY (Multi-Conjugated AO, Diolaiti et al. 2016) in
the first generation of instruments, and MOSAIC (Multi-Object
AO, Morris et al. 2016) in the second generation of instruments.
However, wavefront-sensing with LGS suffers from limitations
(Wizinowich et al. 2006) that are amplified on a telescope of the
size of the ELT, so that it is crucial to study their implementation
beforehand.
Sodium LGS, such as will be used on the ELT, are created
using a laser tuned to the resonant excitation of sodium atoms
at a wavelength of 589 nm. The sodium atoms are situated in
A158, page 1 of 19
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a mesospheric layer approximately 90 km high and 10 km thick
(Pfrommer & Hickson 2010). The light beacon created is therefore a cylinder, and as it is imaged further away from the laser
launch position, it becomes an elongated object. When imaged
through a Shack–Hartmann (SH) wavefront sensor (WFS), the
resulting pattern is that of elongated spots varying in length
across the pupil and expanding radially with respect to the laser
launch position (Véran & Herriot 2000; van Dam et al. 2006).
Additionally, this sodium layer varies in thickness, altitude, and atom density profile (Pfrommer & Hickson 2014).
Therefore, the shape of the elongated spots varies over time,
and turbulence-induced focus cannot be sensed using a LGS
(Herriot et al. 2006). Furthermore, tip and tilt also cannot
be sensed with a LGS because the laser beam undergoes a
first deflection with the up-link propagation (Rigaut & Gendron
1992). Finally, since LGS are at a finite distance from the telescope, the wavefront sensed using LGS suffers from focus anisoplanatism (or cone effect) with respect to the wavefront sensed
using a natural guide star (NGS; Fried & Belsher 1994).
On the ELT the LGS will be launched from the edge of
the telescope pupil and the elongation will reach values of up
to 2000 . The varying size, profile, and orientation of the LGS
spots, as well as the extreme elongations reached, raises new
concerns regarding the accuracy of wavefront sensing on such an
object. Several studies have already been carried out on the subject. In particular, Gilles & Ellerbroek (2006) have introduced
the matched filter, an algorithm to determine the position of the
LGS spots in the subapertures field of view, and therefore the
local wavefront slope. Thomas et al. (2008) and Gratadour et al.
(2010) have investigated the accuracy of different algorithms
to measure elongated spots positions. Anugu et al. (2018) have
also looked into various implementation of correlation-based
algorithms to determine the positions of the spots. Tallon et al.
(2008) have explored the impact of spot elongation on wavefront
reconstruction and how to improve its robustness through the
use of priors on noise. Muller et al. (2011) have investigated the
possible effects of differential anisoplanatism, the error induced
by anisoplanatism within the LGS spots because of its extreme
elongation, and found it to be small.
Further questioning arises when considering how to design
the WFS. In all probability, the cameras available for the LGS
WFS will not have enough pixels to provide good sampling of
the most elongated spots without truncation. In particular, studies using simulations (Schreiber et al. 2014) and laboratory prototypes (Patti et al. 2018) have shown that truncation of LGS
spots introduced errors in the AO correction, including noncommon path aberrations that depend on the sodium density profile and are hard to calibrate. One of the solutions that has been
envisioned is to ignore the measurements from the most elongated spots (Neichel et al. 2016). Gendron (2016) has explored
modifying the SH design to make the SH pattern more compact.
In any case, early designs of LGS AO systems on the different ELTs include a Truth Sensor in order to directly measure
the spurious residual non-common path aberrations generated
by the LGS WFS using an NGS WFS running at a low rate
(Herriot et al. 2010; Diolaiti et al. 2012).
In order to complement these studies, an on-sky experiment
was proposed (Rousset et al. 2014). On-sky testing seems to be
mandatory before the first light of the ELT, so as to be fully
confronted with all the atmospheric aspects of measuring the
wavefront using an ELT-scale elongated LGS. The goal is to
quantify and validate the coupling of all the effects, which is
hardly taken into account in numerical simulations or laboratory
experiments. To that end, we use the multi-object AO demonstraA158, page 2 of 19

Fig. 1. Illustration of the WHT pupil (dark green) compared to the ELT
pupil (light green), with the outer circle of 38.542 m in diameter and
the orange star representing the position of the laser launch telescope.
The SH pattern corresponds to an average of a thousand images from
CANARY LGS WFS taken during sequence 3 (see Sect. 2.3).

tor CANARY (Gendron et al. 2011) in conjunction with ESO’s
Wendelstein LGS Unit (WLGSU; Bonaccini Calia et al. 2010).
CANARY operates on the William Herschel Telescope (WHT)
on La Palma. For this experiment, the WLGSU is placed approximately 40 m away from the WHT so as to replicate the ELT
maximum elongation on CANARY LGS WFS. The WHT then
acts as a portion of the pupil of the ELT. Figure 1 illustrates the
configuration of the experiment with respect to the ELT pupil
plane.
The main goal of the experiment is to derive an error breakdown of wavefront sensing with an elongated LGS. To achieve
this the LGS is superimposed on an NGS from the point of view
of the WHT. The wavefront measured with the NGS is used as
a reference to which the wavefront measured with the LGS is
compared. To build the error breakdown, the difference between
the two measurements is decomposed into different known
errors attached to wavefront sensing. The residual error (i.e., the
part of the difference between the two wavefronts that remains
unaccounted for) then gives clues to the impact of the LGS
elongation.
The aim of this paper is to present this error breakdown, how
it is derived, and the results obtained with the data gathered with
this experiment during the last run of observation to this date
comprising five nights between September and October 2017.
Additionally, this work is used to compare the performance of
two different algorithms to measure slopes, based on applying
the centre of gravity and the correlation to the WFS images, and
the effects of spot truncation and spot undersampling. It should
be noted that previous papers have been published using the data
collected with this experiment, with Basden et al. (2017) focusing on the on-sky use of matched filter. Preliminary versions of
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<latexit sha1_base64="xnzFgKR0Q5nZs3FC8fJ7IP1Jglw=">AAACKXicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCOXrZiCR4IbtEo0cSL3rDKI8ECJkdGpgwO7uZ6TWQzX6LV41f4029+iE6PA4gVtJJpaq7011eKLhGx/m01tY3Nre2Uzvp3b39g8PM0XFNB5FiUGWBCFTDoxoEl1BFjgIaoQLqewLq3vBm4tefQGkeyEcch9D2aV/yHmcUjdTJZAuth7u4VLy8SOKWDwgqOe9kck7RmcJeJe6c5MgclU7mp9UNWOSDRCao1k3XCbEdU4WcCUjSrUhDSNmQ9qFpqKQ+6HY8PT6x80bp2r1AmZJoT9XFiRhHE0MvrYk1jyTHUZLOL6rU13rse2apT3GgV8yJ+q/ZjLB33Y65DCMEyWZX9SJhY2BPYrO7XAFDMTaEMsXNYzYbUEWZSUynTWLu33xWSa1UdJ2ie1/Klc/m2aXICTklBeKSK1Imt6RCqoSRMXkmL+TVerPerQ/ra9a6Zs1nsmQJ1vcv/TqmWQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kvrxrp4tMq0X84AMloDm7cG3YTI=">AAACLHicbZBNTwIxEIa7fiJ+oSZevDQiiSeyy0WPJF44YiIfCRDSLQM0dLubdtZAVv6MV42/xosxXv0b2gUOIE7S5M3zdiYzrx9JYdB1P5yNza3tnd3MXnb/4PDoOHdyWjdhrDnUeChD3fSZASkU1FCghGakgQW+hIY/ukv9xiNoI0L1gJMIOgEbKNEXnKFF3dx5G4JomFTEYEg1mFDGKZ92c3m36M6KrgtvIfJkUdVu7qfdC3kcgEIumTEtz42wkzCNgkuYZtuxgYjxERtAy0rFAjCdZLb/lBYs6dF+qO1TSGd0uSPBcWqYlTGJEbESOJ5mC8uUBcZMAt8ODRgOzZqZ0n/NVoz9204iVBQjKD7fqh9LiiFNk6M9oYGjnFjBuBb2MMqHTDOONt+sTcz7m8+6qJeKnlv07kv58tUiuwy5IJfkmnjkhpRJhVRJjXDyRJ7JC3l13px359P5mn/dcBY9Z2SlnO9fvkKo7g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="u74HsAdPLn7hcdhXPYev8Co8ZDo=">AAACLHicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKCl68DEbBU9jNRY8BLx4VTBSSEGYnvWbIPJaZXklY8zNeFb/Gi4hXf0Mnj4MaCxqKqu6mu+JUCodh+BYUFhaXlldW14rrG5tb26Wd3YYzmeVQ50YaexszB1JoqKNACbepBaZiCTdx/3zs39yDdcLoaxym0FbsTotEcIZe6pT2W6DSXu5MV2SKptYkQoIddUrlsBJOQOdJNCNlMsNlp/TV6hqeKdDIJXOuGYUptnNmUXAJo2Irc5Ay3md30PRUMwWunU/uH9Fjr3RpYqwvjXSi/pzIcTA23K81uROZFjgYFY9/qkw5N1SxX6oY9tycOVb/NZsZJmftXOg0Q9B8elWSSYqGjpOjXWGBoxx6wrgV/jHKe8wyjj7fok8s+pvPPGlUK1FYia6q5drRLLtVckAOyQmJyCmpkQtySeqEkwfySJ7Ic/ASvAbvwce0tRDMZvbILwSf3/e5qQ4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rpWx6ubJutjY9i4aPfgK540zI/o=">AAACJnicbVBNT8JAEN3iF9avqkcvG5HEE2m56JHEC0dM5CMBQrbLFjZst83ulEAa/olXjb/GmzHe/Ce6hR5AfMkkL+/NTGaeHwuuwXW/rMLO7t7+QfHQPjo+OT1zzi9aOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1gYNgnVgxEvqCtf3JQ+a3p0xpHsknmMesH5KR5AGnBIw0cJw2F4KTENdNEx0zMXBKbsVdAm8TLycllKMxcH56w4gmIZNABdG667kx9FOigFPBFnYv0SwmdEJGrGuoJCHT/XR5+QKXjTLEQaRMScBLdX0ihVlm6I01qeaJ5DBb2OV1lYRaz0PfLA0JjPWWman/mt0Egvt+ymWcAJN0dVWQCAwRzjLDQ64YBTE3hFDFzWOYjokiFExotknM+5vPNmlVK55b8R6rpdpNnl0RXaFrdIs8dIdqqI4aqIkomqJn9IJerTfr3fqwPletBSufuUQbsL5/AeW2pd0=</latexit>

W illia m Hersc hel
Telescope
(4.2 m)

39 m

<latexit sha1_base64="H/ui+BHFnPutqJCc9iyMr8S1Tg4=">AAACLHicbVBNS8NAEN34bfyqCl68LNaCp5IIokfBi94qWi00pWy207q42YTdibTE/Bmvir/Gi4hX/4Zu2h6s9cHA472ZYeaFiRQGPe/dmZmdm19YXFp2V1bX1jdKm1s3Jk41hzqPZawbITMghYI6CpTQSDSwKJRwG96fFf7tA2gjYnWNgwRaEesp0RWcoZXapZ2AJYmO+zS4usiO8iyIAEHn7VLZq3pD0Gnij0mZjFFrl76DTszTCBRyyYxp+l6CrYxpFFxC7gapgYTxe9aDpqWKRWBa2fD+nFas0qHdWNtSSIfq74kM+4VhJtZkRqRKYD93K79VFhkziEK7NGJ4Z6bMQv3XbKbYPWllQiUpguKjq7qppBjTIjnaERo4yoEljGthH6P8jmnGbWDGtYn5f/OZJjeHVd+r+pd++XR/nN0S2SV75ID45JicknNSI3XCySN5Is/kxXl13pwP53PUOuOMZ7bJBJyvH0UEqKc=</latexit>
sha1_base64="bJ79XGbWYNtl0bUcUkhVgfo9xQo=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="0dZnONyZFwA8UqjMBMyfeCSM9fk=">AAACLHicbVBNS8NAEN34bf2qCl68LFbBU0kE0ZuCF70pWi00pWy203Zxswm7E2mJ+SF69CaKv8aLiFf/hm5aD9X6YODx3sww84JYCoOu++aMjU9MTk3PzBbm5hcWl4rLK5cmSjSHCo9kpKsBMyCFggoKlFCNNbAwkHAVXB/l/tUNaCMidYG9GOohayvREpyhlRrFNZ/FsY661D8/SXez1A8BQWeNYsktu33QUeL9kNLB412O+9NG8ctvRjwJQSGXzJia58ZYT5lGwSVkBT8xEDN+zdpQs1SxEEw97d+f0S2rNGkr0rYU0r46PJFiNzfMrzWpEYkS2M0KW8MqC43phYFdGjLsmBEzV/81awm29uupUHGCoPjgqlYiKUY0T442hQaOsmcJ41rYxyjvMM24DcwUbGLe33xGyeVO2XPL3plXOtwkA8yQdbJBtolH9sghOSanpEI4uSUP5Ik8Oy/Oq/PufAxax5yfmVXyC87nNxuRrSY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/Fbup75KGghwBSWgb7ruMou7PRA=">AAACGnicbVA9TwJBEN3zE88v1NJmI5JYkTsaLUlsLDGRjwQI2Vv2YGVv97I7ZyAX/oOtxl9jZ2xt/DW6B1eA+JJJXt6bmcy8IBbcgOd9OxubW9s7u4U9d//g8Oi4eHLaNCrRlDWoEkq3A2KY4JI1gINg7VgzEgWCtYLxbea3npg2XMkHmMasF5Gh5CGnBKzUrI8UKNkvlryKNwdeJ35OSihHvV/86Q4UTSImgQpiTMf3YuilRAOngs3cbmJYTOiYDFnHUkkiZnrp/NoZLltlgEOlbUnAc3V5IoVJZpiVNanhieQwmbnlZZVExkyjwC6NCIzMmpmp/5qdBMKbXsplnACTdHFVmAgMCmc54QHXjIKYWkKo5vYxTEdEEwo2Tdcm5v/NZ500qxXfq/j31VLtMs+ugM7RBbpCPrpGNXSH6qiBKHpEz+gFvTpvzrvz4XwuWjecfOYMrcD5+gWjD6Gj</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jUrMUHH7HOGE9KXSYqwZwCH/Mbs=">AAACGnicbVBNT8JAEN3iF9Yv1KOXRiTxRFoueiTx4hGNfCTQkO2yhZXtttmdNZCG/+BV46/xZrx68dfoFnoA8SWTvLw3M5l5QcKZAtf9tgobm1vbO8Vde2//4PCodHzSUrGWhDZJzGPZCbCinAnaBAacdhJJcRRw2g7GN5nffqJSsVg8wDShfoSHgoWMYDBS656ClqJfKrtVdw5nnXg5KaMcjX7ppzeIiY6oAMKxUl3PTcBPsQRGOJ3ZPa1ogskYD2nXUIEjqvx0fu3MqRhl4ISxNCXAmavLEylMMkOtrEkV04LBZGZXllUcKTWNArM0wjBSa2am/mt2NYTXfspEooEKsrgq1NyB2MlycgZMUgJ8aggmkpnHHDLCEhMwadomMe9vPuukVat6btW7q5XrF3l2RXSGztEl8tAVqqNb1EBNRNAjekYv6NV6s96tD+tz0Vqw8plTtALr6xewqaGr</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="c1vduzTrpE1U7rYoN6MCmMWKURk=">AAACGnicbVBNT8JAEN3iF9Yv1KOXRiTxRFoueiTx4sEDJvKRQEO2yxZWtttmd9ZAGv6DV42/xpvx6sVfo1voAcSXTPLy3sxk5gUJZwpc99sqbGxube8Ud+29/YPDo9LxSUvFWhLaJDGPZSfAinImaBMYcNpJJMVRwGk7GN9kfvuJSsVi8QDThPoRHgoWMoLBSK07rAUZ9Utlt+rO4awTLydllKPRL/30BjHRERVAOFaq67kJ+CmWwAinM7unFU0wGeMh7RoqcESVn86vnTkVowycMJamBDhzdXkihUlmqJU1qWJaMJjM7MqyiiOlplFglkYYRmrNzNR/za6G8NpPmUg0UEEWV4WaOxA7WU7OgElKgE8NwUQy85hDRlhiAiZN2yTm/c1nnbRqVc+teve1cv0iz66IztA5ukQeukJ1dIsaqIkIekTP6AW9Wm/Wu/VhfS5aC1Y+c4pWYH39AnHMoYY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U6r71Pklrfkvn8zWlPXbT7mzOJY=">AAACHXicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tFLI5J4Ii0XPZJ48YgJXwYasl0G2LDdNrtTA2n4FV41/hpvxqvx1+gWegDxJZO8vDczmXl+JLhGx/m2clvbO7t7+f3CweHR8Unx9Kylw1gxaLJQhKrjUw2CS2giRwGdSAENfAFtf3KX+u0nUJqHsoGzCLyAjiQfckbRSI8NEKBZGEG/WHIqzgL2JnEzUiIZ6v3iT28QsjgAiUxQrbuuE6GXUIWcCZgXerGGiLIJHUHXUEkD0F6yOHhul40ysIehMiXRXqirEwlOU0OvrUk0jyXH6bxQXlVpoPUs8M3SgOJYb5ip+q/ZjXF46yVcRjGCZMurhrGwMbTTqOwBV8BQzAyhTHHzmM3GVFGGJtCCScz9m88maVUrrlNxH6ql2lWWXZ5ckEtyTVxyQ2rkntRJkzASkGfyQl6tN+vd+rA+l605K5s5J2uwvn4BFlKi7Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4z9BW6b2p7nZ5NiE8NmVXm+kouc=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAuuykw3uiy4cSNUsA9oh5JJM21oJhmSO9Iy9CPcKn6NO3Hrwq/RTDuL1nogcDgn93LuCWLBDbjut7OxubW9s1vYK+4fHB4dl05OW0YlmrImVULpTkAME1yyJnAQrBNrRqJAsHYwvs389hPThiv5CNOY+REZSh5ySsBK7XslOSjdL5XdqjsHXideTsooR6Nf+ukNFE0iJoEKYkzXc2PwU6KBU8FmxV5iWEzomAxZ11JJImb8dB53hitWGeBQafsk4Lm6PJHCJDPMyprU8MRmncyKlWWVRMZMo8AujQiMzJqZqf+a3QTCGz/lMk6ASbpIFSYCg8JZUXjANaMgppYQqrk9DNMR0YSCrbNoG/P+9rNOWrWq51a9h1q5fpl3V0Dn6AJdIQ9dozq6Qw3URBSN0TN6Qa/Om/PufDifi68bTj5zhlbgfP0CiBiiHQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V7FODvLYBIOfPWGFbk34aHqT4tw=">AAACKHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL8ehlI5LghewSEz2SeNEbRnkkQMjs0MCE2dnNTK+BbPZXvGr8Gm+Gqz+iw+MAYiWdVKq6O93lhYJrdJypldra3tndS+9nDg6Pjk+yp7m6DiLFoMYCEaimRzUILqGGHAU0QwXU9wQ0vNHdzG+8gNI8kM84CaHj04Hkfc4oGqmbzRXbTw/xdamcxG0fEFRy1c3mnZIzh71J3CXJkyWq3exPuxewyAeJTFCtW64TYiemCjkTkGTakYaQshEdQMtQSX3QnXh+e2IXjNKz+4EyJdGeq6sTMY5nhl5bE2seSY7jJFNYVamv9cT3zFKf4lBvmDP1X7MVYf+2E3MZRgiSLa7qR8LGwJ6lZve4AoZiYghlipvHbDakijKTmM6YxNy/+WySernkOiX3sZyvXC6zS5NzckGKxCU3pELuSZXUCCNj8kreyLv1YX1aX9Z00ZqyljNnZA3W9y96BaYa</latexit>

CANARY
AO system

<latexit sha1_base64="U6r71Pklrfkvn8zWlPXbT7mzOJY=">AAACHXicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+IX6tFLI5J4Ii0XPZJ48YgJXwYasl0G2LDdNrtTA2n4FV41/hpvxqvx1+gWegDxJZO8vDczmXl+JLhGx/m2clvbO7t7+f3CweHR8Unx9Kylw1gxaLJQhKrjUw2CS2giRwGdSAENfAFtf3KX+u0nUJqHsoGzCLyAjiQfckbRSI8NEKBZGEG/WHIqzgL2JnEzUiIZ6v3iT28QsjgAiUxQrbuuE6GXUIWcCZgXerGGiLIJHUHXUEkD0F6yOHhul40ysIehMiXRXqirEwlOU0OvrUk0jyXH6bxQXlVpoPUs8M3SgOJYb5ip+q/ZjXF46yVcRjGCZMurhrGwMbTTqOwBV8BQzAyhTHHzmM3GVFGGJtCCScz9m88maVUrrlNxH6ql2lWWXZ5ckEtyTVxyQ2rkntRJkzASkGfyQl6tN+vd+rA+l605K5s5J2uwvn4BFlKi7Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zRRbRJ/J4cdlmG9GHESn4Ux8aac=">AAACIXicbVBNT8JAEN36ifUL9eilEUk8kZaLHiFcPBk08mGgIdtlCxu227o7NZCG3+FV46/xZrwZf4xuoQcQXzLJy3szk5nnRZwpsO0vY219Y3NrO7dj7u7tHxzmj46bKowloQ0S8lC2PawoZ4I2gAGn7UhSHHictrxRLfVbT1QqFop7mETUDfBAMJ8RDFpyuzSIhkmtelO9e5j28gW7ZM9grRInIwWUod7L/3T7IYkDKoBwrFTHsSNwEyyBEU6nZjdWNMJkhAe0o6nAAVVuMjt6ahW10rf8UOoSYM3UxYkExqmhltYkisWCwXhqFhdVHCg1CTy9NMAwVCtmqv5rdmLwr9yEiSgGKsj8Kj/mFoRWGpfVZ5IS4BNNMJFMP2aRIZaYgA7V1Ik5f/NZJc1yybFLzm25UDnPssuhU3SGLpCDLlEFXaM6aiCCHtEzekGvxpvxbnwYn/PWNSObOUFLML5/AZO2pC0=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pf1hZaMviygH9jlHBzM+wQwfl3g=">AAACJnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSh4Crte9Kh48WYEEwPJEmYnvWZwZnaZ6Q2GJX/iVfFrvIl480908jhEY0FDUdXddFecSWExCD69hcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9vf2W3YNDcc6jyVqWnGzIIUGuooUEIzM8BULOEufrgc+Xd9MFak+hYHGUSK3WuRCM7QSR3fb4PKesXFNbUDi6CGHb8SVIMx6DwJp6RCpqh1/O92N+W5Ao1cMmtbYZBhVDCDgksYltu5hYzxB3YPLUc1U2CjYnz5kB45pUuT1LjSSMfq7ESBjyPD/lpTWJFrgY/D8tGsypS1AxW7pYphz86ZI/Vfs5VjchYVQmc5guaTq5JcUkzpKDPaFQY4yoEjjBvhHqO8xwzj6JItu8TCv/nMk8ZJNQyq4c1J5fxwml2J7JMDckxCckrOyRWpkTrhpE+eyDN58V69N+/d+5i0LnjTmT3yC97XD0HkphM=</latexit>

⇡ 5m
Laser
Photon
Return
Launch
Telescope
Monitor
(300 mm)
(356 mm)
<latexit sha1_base64="SDoRYGKG5SGRPDQDgi5SyxCH9fQ=">AAACGXicbVA9T8MwFHT4LOGrwMhiUSoxVUkXGCuxMDAUibSV2qhyXKe16jiR/YJaRf0NrCB+DRtiZeLXgNNmaCknWTrd+Z7euyARXIPjfFsbm1vbO7ulPXv/4PDouHxy2tJxqijzaCxi1QmIZoJL5gEHwTqJYiQKBGsH49vcbz8xpXksH2GaMD8iQ8lDTgkYybs3UdUvV5yaMwdeJ25BKqhAs1/+6Q1imkZMAhVE667rJOBnRAGngs3sXqpZQuiYDFnXUEkipv1svuwMV40ywGGszJOA5+pyIoNJbuiVMZnmqeQwmdnVZZVEWk+jwAyNCIz0mpmr/5rdFMIbP+MySYFJutgqTAWGGOc14QFXjIKYGkKo4uYwTEdEEQqmTNs05v7tZ5206jXXqbkP9UrjsuiuhM7RBbpCLrpGDXSHmshDFHH0jF7Qq/VmvVsf1ufi64ZVZM7QCqyvX6GAoRg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FUehX5iE0riKgTGj8MGgT9n4cBY=">AAACLnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1YvgJVgFvZSkHvRY8KK3ilaFppTNdmqX7m7C7kRaQvw1XhV/jeBBvPovdNP2oNYHA4/3ZoaZF8aCG/S8N2dmdm5+YbGwVFxeWV1bL21sXpso0QwaLBKRvg2pAcEVNJCjgNtYA5WhgJuwf5r7N/egDY/UFQ5jaEl

<latexit sha1_base64="U6u9m09ewXUiCYCeDJuAW1Zl/W4=">AAACKHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF64vxKOXiUj0RHa56JHEGD2YiEEeCRAyOwwwYXZ2M9NrIBt+xavGr/FmuPojOsAeQKykk0pVd6e7vFBwDY4ztVIbm1vbO+lde2//4PAoc5yt6SBSlFVpIALV8IhmgktWBQ6CNULFiO8JVveGNzO//sKU5oF8hnHI2j7pS97jlICROplsi/nhIL6tPF5oXH+4q1QnnUzOKThz4HXiJiSHEpQ7mZ9WN6CRzyRQQbRuuk4I7Zgo4FSwid2KNAsJHZI+axoqic90O57fPsF5o3RxL1CmJOC5ujwRw2hm6JU1seaR5DCa2Plllfhaj33PLPUJDPSaOVP/NZsR9K7bMZdhBEzSxVW9SGAI8Cw13OWKURBjQwhV3DyG6YAoQsFka5vE3L/5rJNaseA6BfepmCudJ9ml0Sk6Q5fIRVeohO5RGVURRSP0it7Qu/VhfVpf1nTRmrKSmRO0Auv7F1u/pgU=</latexit>

ESO’s WLGSU

F g 2 Gene a se up o he expe men

h s work have a so been presen ed n conference proceed ngs
(Bardou e a 2017 2018)
The ou ne of he paper s he fo ow ng In Sec 2 we
presen he exper men a se up and he observa ona s ra egy
mp emen ed and an overv ew of he cond ons of observa ons
encoun ered In Sec 3 we presen he wavefron sens ng mode
adop ed o der ve he error breakdown In Sec 4 we exp a n how
he da a was processed o compu e he d fferen erms of he error
breakdown In Sec 5 we focus on he behav our of he res dua
error before conc ud ng

2 Exper menta setup
F gure 2 presen s he genera ayou of he exper men As s a ed
prev ous y he exper men re es on s mu aneous y measur ng
he on-ax s wavefron from wo d fferen gu de s ars he e onga ed LGS and a super mposed NGS The e onga on of he LGS
s produced by p ac ng he WLGSU genera ng he LGS approxma e y 40 m from he WHT (4 2 m d ame er) on wh ch he
CANARY sys em used for h s exper men opera es In add on
s mu aneous h gh reso u on mages of he aser p ume are aken
us ng an mager ns a ed on he Isaac New on Te escope (INT
2 54 m n d ame er) F na y pho ome r c da a are acqu red us ng
a sma 356 mm e escope s ua ed nex o he Laser Launch
Te escope (LLT) In h s paper we focus par cu ar y on he
AO resu s so we do no fur her d scuss he o her sys ems In
h s sec on we de a he se up of CANARY before presen ng
he observa ons proceed ngs and he da a se ec ed from hese
observa ons
2 1 AO se up

CANARY (Gendron e a 2011 2016 V da e a 2014
Morr s & Gendron 2014) s ns a ed on one of he Nasmy h p a forms of he WHT The bench beg ns af er a dero a or and he
e escope focus A firs op ca re ay mages he pup on a 52ac ua or deformab e m rror (DM) and a p- m rror A WFS

nc ud ng he LGS WFS (LS1 ) are p aced af er h s firs re ay In
he second foca p ane a he ou pu of he re ay hree off-ax s
NGS WFS can pa ro he fie d of v ew w h n a 2 5 d ame er
d sc Ano her op ca re ay s p aced af er he second foca p ane
af er wh ch a d chro c separa es he NGS gh be ween an onax s WFS ca ed he ru h sensor (TS) and an nfrared camera
mag ng n he H band
The hree off-ax s NGS WFS are used o der ve he Cn2 d s r bu on w h respec o a ude us ng he Learn and App y a gor hm (V da e a 2010) wh ch n urn a ows he cone effec
con r bu on o be es ma ed (see Sec 4 6 for fur her exp anaon) Th s cons ra ns he arge s ha CANARY can observe
wh ch mus be as er sms of four NGS compr sed n a fie d of
v ew of 2 5 and whose magn ude n he v s b e mus be around
10 w h hree s ars arranged around a cen ra s ar and no fur her
han 1 25 from
The nfrared mages prov de S reh ra o es ma es when he
AO oop s c osed Th s g ves us an add ona oo o compare
he oop performance when AO correc on s dr ven by he TS or
by he LS measuremen s
Before he second foca p ane he LGS flux s d ver ed
owards he LS bench us ng a 40 nm bandpass fi er On he LS
bench he pup s maged on ano her p- m rror ca ed he
s eer ng m rror w h a range of ±3 25 I s ro e s o compensa e
for he aser aunch er Large offse s p aced on he s eer ng
m rror are offloaded o he aser aunch e escope (LLT) every
20 s o avo d sa ura on Fur her a ong he LGS pa h a narrow
bandpass fi er (4 nm) s used o re ec he gh from he NGS
F na y he LS focus can be ad us ed be ween 70 km and nfiny o rack he sod um ayer as s pro ec ed a ude var es w h
zen h ang e
The sys ems runs a 150 Hz and he exposures of he WFS are
synchron sed In par cu ar h s a ows us o compare he measuremen of he wo on-ax s WFS w hou hav ng o ake n o
accoun a empora error The measured a ency showed ha he
a ency be ween he wo WFS was of he order of 0 1 frame ow
enough for any empora error o be neg g b e
The abb ev a on LS deno es spec fica y he LGS WFS n CANARY
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Table 1. WFS characteristics.

Pixels
Readout
noise (e− )
Pixels per
subaperture
Pixel scale (00 )
Total field
of view (00 )

Table 2. AO loop configurations across an observing sequence.

LS

TS

Off-axis
#1

Off-axis
#2

Off-axis
#3

2402

1282

1282

1282

1282

0.25

0.30

0.50

0.50

0.38

30

2

2

2

16

2

16

2

16

16

0.65

0.24

0.28

0.26

0.28

19.5

3.84

4.48

4.16

4.48

Notes. All WFS have 7 subapertures across the pupil diameter corresponding to 36 illuminated subapertures. TS is the on-axis NGS WFS
and LS is the on-axis LGS WFS. The ANDOR cameras for the NGS
WFS are iXonEM 860 EMCCDs and the LS camera is an electronmultiplied OCAM2S camera (Gach et al. 2014).

The configurations and performance characteristics of each
WFS are given in Table 1. All WFS sample the wavefront with
7 × 7 subapertures resulting in subapertures of 0.6 m. This size
was chosen so that the LS subapertures would be similar to the
ones under consideration for the ELT LGS WFS. The wavefront
sampling of the TS was then chosen to be the same as that of
the LS, so as to use the same wavefront reconstruction on both
WFS and facilitate the comparison between the two measurements. However, the field of view of the LS (19.500 ) is much
larger than that of the TS (3.8400 ) to avoid truncation of the LGS
images. Additionally, the field of view of the LS is sampled by
more pixels (30 × 30 compared to 16 × 16 for the TS) in order
to have the best sampling possible of the seeing limited LGS
spots. This sampling is limited by the total number of pixels and
the configuration of the OCAM camera, whose central rows are
not light sensitive, and therefore must be positioned between two
subapertures.
The LS is equipped with a field stop whose size is twice the
subaperture field of view limit (19.500 ) given by the 30×30 pixels.
This large field stop allows the LGS spots to extend on more
than 30 pixels or move beyond this limit due to strong tip-tilt
vibrations, without being truncated. It also eases the procedure
to acquire the LGS spots at the beginning of a new observation.
2.2. Observational strategy

In this study we use the data gathered during an observing run
of five nights which took place between 27 September and 2
October 2017 (with a break on the night of 29 September).
We defined an observing ‘sequence’, which was repeated
throughout the observations. This sequence was divided in
‘acquisitions’ which consist of blocks of 5000 frames in which
raw images from all WFS, WFS slopes, and actuator commands
were recorded. The sequence lasts approximately 20 min and
uses different configurations of the AO loop, as summarised in
Table 2. Each AO configuration is repeated twice before moving
on to the next one.
The sequence begins with a longer acquisition (10k frames)
to provide a large enough statistical sample of the turbulence.
The vertical distribution of the refractive index structure constant
Cn2 is derived from the slopes of all four NGS WFS using the
Learn and Apply algorithm (Vidal et al. 2010). This knowledge
is then used to estimate the contribution of the cone effect in the
A158, page 4 of 19

DM
gain

DM
control

TT
gain

Steering
gain

Long open-loop
(10k frames)

0

Off

0

0.2–0.4

Dithering ×2

0

Off

Open-loop ×2

0

Off

Dithering ×2

0

Off

TS closed loop ×2 0.2–0.4
LS ref. slopes
0.2–0.4
LS closed loop ×2 0.2–0.4

TS
TS
LS

Dithering ×2

0

Off

Low gain ×2

0.01

TS

Dithering ×2

0

Off

Open-loop ×2

0

Off

Dithering ×2

0

Off

0 (15 Hz
mod.)
0
0 (15 Hz
mod.)
0.2–0.4
0.2–0.4
0.2–0.4
0 (15 Hz
mod.)
0.2–0.4
0 (15 Hz
mod.)
0
0 (15 Hz
mod.)

0
0.2–0.4
0
0.2–0.4
0.2–0.4
0.2–0.4
0
0.2–0.4
0
0.2–0.4
0

Notes. Each configuration is applied to two consecutive acquisitions.
DM control ‘Off’ means that the DM is maintained in a fixed shape.

difference between the measurement of the two on-axis WFS
(see Sect. 4.6).
The dithering acquisitions allow measurements of centroid
gain for the TS and LS (see Sect. 4.4). During these acquisitions, the tip-tilt mirror is used to circularly modulate the image
position at 15 Hz with a fixed amplitude of 0.600 in diameter. To
closely monitor the centroid gain these acquisitions are regularly
repeated throughout the sequence.
Open loop acquisitions were made to provide data in which
only the turbulence is recorded on the WFS. However, the steering mirror was still active in order to stabilise the LGS spots on
the LS. The LLT was not protected by a dome and the laser jitter
was amplified by wind-induced vibrations. It was therefore vital
that the steering mirror stayed active all the time, except during the dithering acquisitions, when it would have disturbed the
centroid gain measurement.
Acquisitions in closed loop were also performed during each
sequence. The loop was first driven using the TS and later using
the LS. In the latter case, the tip-tilt mirror, observed by all WFS
in the system, was still driven by the TS measurements. During the closed loop acquisitions, IR images were taken in the
H band, with an exposure time of 1 s. Strehl ratios (SRs) were
then measured on the average image over the 27 exposures taken
during one acquisition. These SRs were used to provide an initial estimation of the AO loop performance. As can be seen in
Fig. 3, the SR measured when the loop was closed on either WFS
yield comparable performance. However these performance levels could only be reached after on-sky calibration of the LS reference slopes immediately before closing the loop on the LS. This
calibration was made over 500 frames while the loop was still
driven by the TS since the LGS spots were then in the position
corresponding to the flattest wavefront possible on the IR camera. The LGS reference slopes are measured after the two acquisitions in closed loop on the TS. Without this calibration, strong
static aberrations would prevent a quality image from forming
on the IR camera. Slopes were computed using a brightest pixel
centre of gravity algorithm (Basden et al. 2012). The number of
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SR

0.3

0.2
TS
LS

0.1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Sequence #
Fig. 3. Strehl ratio measured during the closed loop acquisitions on 15
selected sequences when the loop was driven by the TS (blue circles)
or the LS (orange triangles). The Strehl ratio was not measured during
sequence 3, and the missing points correspond to rejected acquisition
(see Sect. 2.3).

brightest pixels selected varied between 12 and 20 for the TS,
and 90 and 120 for the LS.
Finally, in the same spirit as the open loop acquisitions,
‘slow’ loop acquisitions were also performed, during which the
loop was closed on the TS but with very low gains (0.01). The
goal of these acquisitions is to compensate the bench quasi-static
aberrations to obtain better positioned spots in the SH, especially
for the TS which suffers from strong astigmatism due to the optical configuration of CANARY.
2.3. Data selection

The data is analysed through an error breakdown of the difference between the measurements of the two on-axis WFS. The
residual part of the difference is attributed to the LGS elongation.
For this to be valid the data must not be contaminated by errors
other than those accounted for in the error breakdown. There are
two main cases in which data has to be rejected. The first one
is when windshake of the LLT causes high amplitude LGS jitter which cannot be compensated by the jitter mirror in the LS
arm. The second case is when turbulence becomes too strong
and the TS is no longer working within its linear range, typically
just before the spots starts merging between subapertures. Data
was selected using mix of automatic rejection criteria and manual examination. As a result, 15 sequences were selected, each
containing at least 14 valid acquisitions, presented in Table 3
along with the corresponding observation conditions. Table 4
gives the coordinates and magnitude in V band of the guide
star used for the TS, as well as the name of the corresponding
asterism2 .
Table 3 focuses in particular on the distance b (Col. 4)
between the LLT and WHT projected perpendicular to the pointing direction and the zenith angle za (Col. 5) as they are
linked to the LGS elongation η according to the equation from
van Dam et al. (2006):
η=

2

cos(za) × b × tNa
·
h2Na

Here tNa is the thickness of the sodium layer and hNa the altitude
of the sodium layer. In this case the baseline between the LLT
and WHT changes with the pointing direction because the two
telescopes are not on the same pointing mechanism.
To give a more detailed illustration of the elongations variations, Fig. 4 represents the elongation measured in average
across the subapertures for each acquisitions with respect to
cos(za) × b. The elongations are determined by measuring the
length of the spot after they have been thresholded at 20% of the
maximum intensity. The measured elongations vary significantly
between 11.200 and 16.900 over all the acquisitions. When computed for a baseline of 39 m and at zenith (Table 3), the average
elongation may reach up to 22.400 for the observing conditions
of sequence 3. Along the thin axis, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spot varies from 1.700 to 2.200 . The widths
are quite large considering the seeing, but it should be noted that
no effort was made to focus the laser during the on-sky observations. We note that several sequences (2, 4, 5, 6, 14) do not follow
the expected general trend with the variation of cos(za) × b given
by Eq. (1). This is due to the sodium profile evolution during the
sequence.
In addition, Fig. 5 presents examples of spot images and the
corresponding profiles along the spot axes. To derive those profiles, we first determined the angle of rotation of the spot within
their subapertures by fitting a line along the spot elongated axis.
The fit is an orthonormal distance regression performed on subaperture images averaged over 150 frames (1 s) and thresholded
at 5% of the maximum. Only non-zero pixels, weighted by their
normalised intensity, were used in the fit. The average image is
then oversampled by a factor of ten before the intensities are
summed perpendicularly to the spots axes in bins of 100 to derive
the profile. Oversampling the images allows the allocation of
intensities to their proper bin along the spots axes, otherwise
artefacts arise from being undersampled along those axes which
are rotated with respect to the image native axes. The elongations
and FWHM presented in Table 3 are obtained from these profiles. Figure 5 also helps to show why we choose to threshold the
spot profile at 20% of the maximum. A threshold too low (e.g.,
≤10%) biases the elongation towards higher values because of
the feet observed for example during sequence 6. A threshold
too high (e.g., ≥40%) overlooks large parts of the spots for very
asymmetric profiles, as observed during sequence 5.
For the sake of brevity, some of the results will be presented
using data obtained from only three of the sequences. We have
chosen sequences which represent well the diversity of conditions we encountered. Two sequences have relatively symmetric sodium profiles, one shorter (sequence 10) and one longer
(sequence 15), and the other sequence has a strongly asymmetric profile (sequence 5). The seeing conditions are good for
sequence 5, poor for sequence 10, and excellent for sequence 15.

3. Wavefront error breakdown
In this section we present the wavefront sensing model we
adopted, which leads to the definition of the error breakdown
terms.
3.1. Wavefront decomposition

(1)

There is a very limited number of asterisms (groups of stars) that
allow CANARY to use all four of its NGS WFS. The list of these asterisms and their names was derived by Brangier (2012).

To build our wavefront sensing model we begin by describing the composition of the incident wavefront on each WFS.
The different components are the atmospheric turbulence, the
DM, the common path aberrations (CPA), and the non-common
path aberrations (NCPA). The atmospheric turbulence seen by
each of the wavefront sensors is not the same due to focus
A158, page 5 of 19
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Table 3. Observation conditions for each sequence of selected data.

1
Sequence
number

2
Asterism
name

3
Beginning
of sequence
(UTC)

4
Distance
LLT-WHT
(m)

5
Zenith
angle
(deg)

6
7
LGS elongation
above 20% (arcsec)
observed for 39 m

1
2
3
4
5

A349
A34
A34
A53
A53

28/09 05h 51m
28/09 21h 22m
28/09 21h 49m
28/09 22h 51m
28/09 23h 13m

36.1
37.8
38.8
31.8
33.3

6
33
39
18
15

15.9
16.9
16.4
15.1
14.5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

A53
A53
A53
A349
A349
A349
A349
G413
G413
G413

29/09 02h 37m
29/09 03h 02m
29/09 03h 26m
29/09 04h 43m
29/09 05h 05m
29/09 05h 27m
29/09 05h 50m
02/10 01h 24m
02/10 01h 44m
02/10 02h 07m

39.0
39.0
38.8
32.1
33.7
35.2
36.2
33.3
34.4
35.5

35
40
45
20
15
10
6
20
19
19

12.3
12.2
11.2
13.1
14.0
15.8
16.5
13.8
14.3
14.2

8
LGS
FWHM
(arcsec)

9
LGS Flux
(103 e− )

10
r0 (cm)

16.9
20.8
22.4
19.7
18.2

2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9

1.2
1.5
1.3
1.5
1.5

11.3
10.6
10.8
11.7
12.0

14.7
16.0
16.1
16.9
16.7
17.6
18.1
16.8
17.3
16.3

2.0
2.2
2.1
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.7

1.2
1.1
0.9
1.7
1.7
1.9
2.0
1.0
1.2
1.2

13.4
12.5
14.7
12.4
10.5
10.8
10.0
10.8
14.8
22.1

Notes. Sequences not separated by a solid line follow each other in time and target the same asterism. Column 1: sequence number. Column 2:
asterism name. Column 3: date and time of the beginning of the sequence. Column 4: mean distance between the LLT and the centre of the
WHT pupil, projected perpendicular to the WHT pointing direction. Column 5: zenith angle in degrees. Columns 6 and 7: spot elongation above
20% of the maximum spot intensity for the observed spot (6) and computed for a 39 m distance to the LLT and an observation at zenith (7).
Column 8: FWHM along the LGS spot minor axis. Column 9: flux recorded on the LS camera per subaperture per frame. Column 10: r0 derived
from the TS measurements by fitting the temporal variance of the Zernike coefficients (obtained with open-loop reconstruction of the slopes) with
the distribution given by Noll (1976) and computed for a wavelength of 500 nm. Columns 6–10 give values averaged over the subapertures and
acquisitions. The three highlighted rows correspond to data analysed in greater detail in the rest of the paper.
Table 4. Coordinates and V-band magnitudes of the central star of the
asterism observed by CANARY, i.e., the star used as natural guide star
on the TS.

A349
A34
A53
G413

RA

Dec

Magnitude

18h 51m 32.4s
23h 24m 30.36s
05h 42m 15.79s
01h 36m 44.5s

10◦ 190 1000
40◦ 520 58.400
25◦ 470 01.800
47◦ 200 59.500

9.47
9.66
10.83
10.92

16
elongation (as)

Ast. name

17

15
14
13
12

anisoplanatism between the LGS and the NGS. In addition, the
NCPA are obviously different for each wavefront sensor. Therefore, the total incoming phase on each wavefront sensor at any
given time can be written for the TS,
TS
ΦTS = ΦNGS
turb + ΦDM + ΦCPA + ΦNCPA ,

(2)

11
28

30
32
34
cos(za) × distance LLT-WHT (m)

36

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

(3)

Fig. 4. Mean elongation above 20% of maximum intensity with respect
to cosine of the zenith angle multiplied by the distance between WHT
and LLT for all acquisitions selected. Each symbol and colour corresponds to a sequence.

An ideal SH WFS limited only by its spatial sampling can be
described as a linear operator W that converts the incoming
phase into a vector of slopes s. In our case, since the two onaxis WFS share the same wavefront sampling, this operator
is theoretically the same for both WFS and the slopes vector

comprises 72 slopes corresponding to measurement along each
axis of the 36 valid subapertures.
Due to the limited spatial sampling, the higher spatial frequencies of the incoming wavefronts are interpreted as lower
spatial frequencies through the phenomenon of aliasing. However, since the two WFS share the same wavefront sampling they
also share the same aliasing error for a given wavefront.

and for the LS,
LS
ΦLS = ΦLGS
turb + ΦDM + ΦCPA + ΦNCPA .

3.2. Slope measurement
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A more realistic wavefront sensor produces noisy measurements due to the combination of photon noise and read-out noise
from the detector. The propagation of the noise on the slopes
snoise depends on how the positions of the spots are measured. In
addition, this measurement can induce a loss of sensitivity in the
form of a centroid gain γ (Véran & Herriot 2000). In our case we
consider that each slope, two for each subaperture, has its own
centroid gain, so that γ is a vector of the same dimension as the
number of slopes.
Finally, we can write the slope measurements for either of
the wavefront sensors:
 


sWFS = γWFS ◦ W ΦWFS + sWFS
(4)
noise .
Here WFS is either the LS or TS and ◦ denotes the element-wise
multiplication. Here γ affects both noise and the ideal WFS measurement because of how our processing pipeline is constructed:
the centroid gain is compensated before the noise is estimated
so that effectively it is as if we consider that the centroid gain
affects the noise measurements. Since γ is compensated before
the wavefront reconstruction, it will not be considered in the rest
of this section, but we come back to its estimation and compensation in Sect. 4.4.
3.3. Wavefront reconstruction

We reconstruct the wavefront on the first seven radial orders
of the Zernike polynomials to match the resolution the SH can
attain with its seven subapertures across a diameter. This corresponds to polynomials 2–36 with Noll numbering (Noll 1976).
The reconstruction is achieved using a matrix MZR which is
the generalised inverse of the theoretically derived matrix MZI
which maps the SH response to the Zernike modes. The vector
of Zernike polynomials coefficients z is therefore obtained by
the following operation:
zWFS = MZR sWFS .

(5)

In this paper the z vector is expressed in nanometres.
Using the terms introduced in Eqs. (2)–(4), and remembering
that the centroid gain has been compensated before the wavefront reconstruction, the resulting measurement in phase space
can be decomposed this way for each of the two on-axis WFS:
TS
TS
zTS = zNGS
turb + zDM + zCPA + zNCPA + znoise

(6)

and
LS
LS
zLS = zLGS
turb + zDM + zCPA + zNCPA + znoise .

(7)

3.4. Wavefront difference

The information about the non-common path aberrations
is comprised in the reference slopes of each WFS. When the
spots are positioned on the reference slopes, the wavefront is
optimised on the science path (in CANARY it is the infrared
camera), which means that the aberrations of the science path
have been removed. However, the path of the WFS under consideration has its own aberrations that must not be corrected as they
do not impact the science path. Therefore, the reference slopes
of a given WFS correspond to
WFS
IRcam
zWFS
ref = zNCPA − zNCPA .

(8)

Therefore, we can write
LS
TS
LS
zTS
ref − zref = zNCPA − zNCPA ,

(9)

where zWFS
are the reference slopes projected on the Zernike
ref
polynomials using Eq. (5).
Finally, the difference between the two measured wavefronts
at any given time can be written
LS
TS
LS
∆z = zcone + zTS
noise − znoise + zref − zref + zres .

(10)

In this last equation we introduced a term zres to cover the eventual residual difference between the two wavefronts. The study
of this residual error tells us whether the LGS spot elongation
introduces errors in addition to those traditionally taken into
account such as noise.
In practice we study the wavefront difference for each acquisition. So we actually analyse the temporal average of the spatial
variance of the difference between the two measured wavefronts,
which can be expressed using the Zernike decomposition, using
hi to symbolise the average over the acquisition duration T :
hσ2∆ϕ i =

36
1 XX
(∆zi )2 .
T t i=5

(11)

This expression can be re-written as:
hσ2∆ϕ i

36
36
X
X
2
=
h(∆zi − h∆zi i) i +
h∆zi i2 .
i=5

(12)

i=5

The first expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) corresponds to the dynamic component of the error breakdown, which
is the temporal average spatial variance of the centred difference
between the two wavefronts, denoted σ2∆ϕ . The second expression is the static component, which is the spatial variance of the
temporal mean of the difference between the two wavefronts,
denoted m2∆ϕ .
3.4.1. Dynamic error breakdown

TS

LS

We now focus on the analysis of ∆z = z − z . The LS cannot sense the tip, tilt, and focus properly; therefore, these modes
are excluded from the comparison, such that z vectors contain
modes 5–36 only. Before writing the full decomposition of ∆z,
we make a few remarks to simplify its expression.
First of all, the terms concerning the DM phase and the
common path aberrations are the same for both WFS as they
share the same wavefront sampling and the same wavefront
reconstruction.
We group the difference between the two turbulent terms
LGS
(zNGS
turb and zturb ) in one (zcone ) to describe the impact of the cone
effect. It is computed so as to also take into account the difference
in aliasing between the two WFS measurements (see Sect. 4.6).

Looking again at the terms of Eq. (10), we can say that both noise
terms and the cone effect term are dynamic terms: their temporal mean value is zero. The residual error may have a dynamic
and a static component. In addition, these terms are statistically
independent so that σ2∆ϕ , the dynamic component of the error
breakdown, is the sum of both noise terms, the cone effect term,
and the dynamic residual error term.
2
LS2
The values of σ2∆ϕ , σTS
noise , and σnoise are derived from the
WFS measurements, and σ2cone is estimated from the measured
Cn2 profile, allowing us to compute σ2res :
2

2

LS
2
σ2res = σ2∆ϕ − σTS
noise − σnoise − σcone .

(13)
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Fig. 5. Spot examples, the corresponding sequence number is given in the titles, and the corresponding profiles along the elongated (blue) and the
thin (orange) axis. Images are averaged over 500 frames. Their intensities are in photoelectron, whereas the 1D profiles have been normalised. One
example has been taken per set of temporally continuous sequences.

3.4.2. Static error breakdown

In the static part of the error breakdown we deal with reference slopes. Assuming that the noise and cone effect contribution have a zero mean average, we can write Eq. (10) averaged
through time:
LS
h∆zi = zTS
ref − zref + hzres i.

(14)

The static difference between the two wavefronts does not contain physical meaning as it mainly comprises the static aberrations of the bench. The term that actually interests us is the static
residual error:
LS
hzres i = h∆zi − zTS
ref − zref .

(15)

To be consistent with the dynamic error breakdown, we can
express this residual error as a wavefront spatial variance:
m2res =

36
X
hzi,res i2 .

(16)

When removing the pixels on the edges of the subapertures, we
also simulate a field stop of the corresponding size: the spots do
not overlap on the neighbouring subapertures.
We refer to the case where the SH pattern was not modified
as the ‘full subaperture case’.
4.2. Slope estimation

In the following paragraphs we first detail the implementation of
the algorithms used to measure slopes and explain how they are
chosen. In this study we use two main approaches to measure the
slopes. The centre of gravity approach is chosen for its simplicity of implementation and because it is the standard method used
with SH wavefront sensing. Correlation-based algorithms have
long been used for extended scene wavefront sensing, whether in
solar AO (Michau et al. 1993; Rimmele & Radick 1998; Löfdahl
2010), nighttime AO (Poyneer 2003), or Earth observation
(Rais et al. 2016), and as such should be well adapted for elongated LGS (Thomas et al. 2008; Anugu et al. 2018).

i=5

4.2.1. Centre of gravity

4. Wavefront sensor data processing
In this section we detail how the different terms of the error
breakdown are derived from the data saved during the observations. The data was processed off-line after the observations.
4.1. Raw image processing

For the LS alterations were made to the raw images to test SH
designs that would be more realistic with regard to the cameras
available for the ELT LGS WFS. The SH pattern was modified
either by removing pixels on the edge of the field of view or by
binning the pixels together. We therefore simulate a SH WFS
with a smaller field of view or a larger pixel scale, respectively.
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We recall here the formula to derive the slope s x along one axis
(here x) of a given subaperture image I(x, y):
sx =

P
x,y I(x, y) × x
P
·
x,y I(x, y)

(17)

For the TS, the slopes are computed using the centre of gravity, thresholded with a fixed number (20) of brightest pixels
(Basden et al. 2012). The value of the 21st brightest pixel is subtracted from the image and all the pixels with negative values are
set to zero before the centre of gravity is applied.
For the LS, a threshold equal to six times the electronic
noise of the detector is applied on the image before the centre of
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gravity is computed. The threshold is subtracted from the images
and the negative values are set to zero.
4.2.2. Correlation

We use the correlation only for the LS images. In this section we
give a quick description of the correlation algorithm. A detailed
description is given in Appendix A.
The principle of correlation is to use a model of the spot
whose position is to be determined. This model, or kernel K, is
then correlated with the noisy and turbulent image I. The position of the spot corresponds to the position of the maximum of
the correlation map C, where
X
C(x0 , y0 ) =
K(x + x0 , y + y0 ) × I(x, y).
(18)
x,y

In our case the kernels are derived from the SH images averaged over 500 images. The kernels are computed for each acquisition (i.e., the reference is made within 30 s of the image it is
applied to). Each subaperture has a different kernel to account
for differences in elongation and rotation.
In our implementation, the cross-correlation is performed in
Fourier space, using a method similar to the one described in
Thomas et al. (2006). Before applying the Fourier transforms,
the kernel is quadrupled so that its total size is doubled along
each axis. The WFS images are zero-padded until they reach the
same size as the quadrupled kernel.
In Fourier space, an apodisation function is applied on the
product of the Fourier transforms of the turbulent image and the
kernel. The result is zero-padded to reach a size that is a power
of two, before performing the inverse Fourier transform to obtain
the correlation map.
Once the correlation map has been computed, a first estimate
of the maximum position is derived from the available points.
A 2D Gaussian fit is then performed on the points around that
maximum, to refine its position.
4.2.3. Parameter choice

For this study we have chosen to use algorithms that could be
used on all selected data without having to adjust the underlying parameters to the observing conditions, which would be,
for example, the magnitude of the NGS, the strength of the turbulence, or the elongation and profile of the LGS spot (Bardou
2018).
To this end, a fixed number of brightest pixels were chosen
to perform the centre of gravity on the TS images. Some of the
NGS are very faint, so that a fixed threshold cannot efficiently
suppress detector noise without removing almost all the signal
from the star. A fixed number of brightest pixels provides flexibility to observe bright and faint guide stars. Conversely, for the
LS, the LGS flux does not vary by more than a factor two across
all observations and the S/N is consistently high. Therefore, a
fixed intensity threshold before application of the centre of gravity is more relevant, whereas a fixed number of brightest pixels
would not be able to follow the LGS spot size variations. In the
case of the correlation the kernel is derived from the LS images,
and therefore is naturally adapted to the observation conditions.
The reasoning behind these choices is that the goal of this
study is not to find the best possible algorithm to compute the LS
slopes, but rather to focus on the behaviours of the residual error
within the error breakdown. Additionally, the choice of how the
slopes are measured mainly affects noise propagation on the

slopes and centroid gain. As both these effects are accounted for
within the error breakdown, not tailoring the threshold exactly to
the observations conditions should have a minimal impact on the
residual error, provided the algorithms are not suboptimal. We
have verified that we were not operating in this regime by optimising the aforementioned parameters of the centre of gravity
(threshold values, number of brightest pixels) using simulations
based on on-sky data (Bardou 2018).
4.3. Slope projection

In the case of the LS we conduct some of the analyses along the
axes of the elongated spot, so that the slopes need to be projected
on different axes for each subaperture. Defining θ j as the angle
between the long axis of the spot and the x-axis of the detector
for each subaperture j, such that the angle is contained within
the range 0 to π, the projection matrix for each subaperture is a
simple rotation matrix
!
cos θ j − sin θ j
Pj =
,
(19)
sin θ j cos θ j
such that
!
!
s jx
s ju
= P−1
j
s jy ,
s jv

(20)

where u and v are the elongated and non-elongated axes of the
spot, respectively. We denote P the projection matrix for all subapertures, with s| xy being the slope vector in detector space and
s|uv the slope vector in spots space:
s|uv = P−1 s| xy .

(21)

4.4. Centroid gain

Centroid gains are retrieved from dithering acquisition, where
the tip-tilt mirror is used to circularly modulate the images at
15 Hz. The interaction matrix MI is used to convert tip-tilt commands u into slopes sTT = MI u and then demodulate the measured slopes s to find the centroid gains γ for each axis of each
subaperture:
P WFS
× sTT
t sj
j
WFS
γ̂ j =
·
(22)
P TT
t sj
In this equation the latency between the command sent to the
mirror and the corresponding exposure on the WFS are taken
into account so that sTT and sWFS are contemporary.
The compensation of the centroid gain is then performed by
dividing the slopes by their corresponding centroid gain. The
values used are the average centroid gains computed over the
different dithering acquisition of the same sequence.
In the case of the LS, it is interesting to examine the values
of the centroid gain found along the axes of the LGS spots. To
achieve this the slopes reconstructed from the mirror commands
and the measured values are projected along the spot axes before
the centroid gain is computed.
Figure 6 shows the behaviour of centroid gain when the subaperture field of view is reduced. In this figure, we see that the
reduction in the subaperture field of view leads to an important drop in centroid gain along the elongation axis. This indicates that the slope measurements become inaccurate as the spots
becomes truncated. The drops occur for fields of view of less
than 15.600 . Looking at the extension of the LGS spots in Table 3,
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Fig. 6. Centroid gain per slope for centre of gravity (top row) and correlation (bottom row) for sequence 5 (first column), 10 (second column),
and 15 (third column) as the subaperture field of view is reduced. The first 36 points (left of the vertical solid line) in abscissae show the centroid
gains for the slopes along the elongation axis; the remaining points (right of the vertical solid line) are the centroid gain along the minor axes of
the spots. The solid coloured lines represent the mean value found across the different dithering acquisitions of a sequence, while the shaded areas
show the full dispersions of the values found across the same sequence.
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but with increasing pixel scale instead of decreasing fields of view.

this number is coherent with the minimum field of view that can
be sustained without spot truncation.
Along the minor axis there is also a drop in sensitivity, even
though it is much less pronounced. The short axis centroid measurement is the result of averaging the measurements all along
the spot elongation which significantly reduces the impact of losing the least bright pixels at the spot extremities by truncation.
The drop is more pronounced for sequence 5, during which the
spots were more asymmetric, and thus where the brightest end
of the spot is lost more quickly to truncation as the field of view
reduced.
On a given spot profile, correlation or centre of gravity might
be more robust to spot truncation. For example, during sequence
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5, centre of gravity gains are higher; for sequences 10 and 15 it
is the opposite. On average, however, correlation and centre of
gravity behave similarly.
In the same way as in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 shows the behaviour
of the centroid gain when the pixel scale is increased. There is
very little impact of increasing the pixel scale because the largest
pixel scale simulated corresponds to the FWHM of the spots.
Centre of gravity gains are more sensitive to subsampling the
change, while correlation gains are almost unaffected.
Figure 7 also shows that the correlation gains are not unitary,
contrary to what is expected (Gratadour et al. 2010). This highlights the errors that are made when the centroid gain is measured. Simulations have shown that measuring the gain through
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n xy

0.010
arcsec2

dithering biases the results towards higher values (Bardou 2018),
in agreement with the gains being higher than one in the same
figure. The cause would be turbulence and vibrations of the LGS
spots having a non-negligible component at the frequency isolated by the dithering. The lower values for the correlation gains
are found during sequence 15 which coincides with the best seeing observed.
Since we know that in reality using correlation does not
require centroid gain calibration, we do not compensate for it
when considering the slopes obtained with correlation in the
full subaperture case (in Sect. 5.1). In all other cases we apply
this correction. For the sake of continuity, we also apply it
when the field of view is reduced or the pixel scale is increased
(Sects. 5.2 and 5.3). On the TS slopes are always computed with
a centre of gravity, and therefore the centroid gain is always corrected. The slopes, once corrected from the centroid gain, are
projected on the Zernike polynomials as described by Eq. (5).
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Fig. 8. Demonstration of the fitting of the Dirac (in red) on the crosscorrelation of slopes along the x- and y-axis of a subaperture (blue line)
and the absence of Dirac on the cross-correlation of slopes projected on
the elonged and non-elongated axes of the spots (orange line).
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4.5. Noise

The noise contribution is derived from the slope auto-correlation
by assuming that noise is temporally uncorrelated, unlike the signal from turbulence (Gendron & Léna 1995). On the slope autocorrelation, noise will therefore appear as a Dirac at τ = 0,
while the turbulence contribution can be approximated by a
parabola centred on τ = 0, where τ is the time-offset in the
auto-correlation. This parabola is estimated from the slope autocorrelation at τ = 1 and τ = 2. This computation is done on
open-loop reconstructed slopes whenever the loop was closed to
ensure that there is a turbulent component to fit the parabola to.
4.5.1. TS noise

Noise is estimated along each axis of each subaperture. This
measurement corresponds to the diagonal of the covariance
TS
matrix CsTS
noise of snoise . Since noise is not correlated spatially
between the subapertures and the axes of a subaperture, this
covariance matrix is diagonal. For our error breakdown, we seek
TS
to know the diagonal of the covariance matrix CzTS
noise of znoise :
TS
CzTS
noise = MZR Csnoise MZR .
|

(23)
CzTS
noise

Each term on the diagonal of
corresponds to the noise on
2
the corresponding Zernike mode; the total noise term σTS
noise is
obtained by taking the trace of CzTS
noise .
4.5.2. LS noise

On the LS the elongation of the LGS spots causes noise to be
correlated between the axes of the detector inside a subaperture, so that the noise covariance matrix is no longer diagonal
(Tallon et al. 2008). We have verified this property by examining the cross-correlation of slopes along the x- and y-axes of each
subaperture and finding that the Dirac peak is indeed present, as
shown in Fig. 8. Furthermore, as visible in the same figure, the
cross-correlation of the slopes projected along the spot axes does
not feature a Dirac peak.
Noise can then be measured on the auto-correlation of the
slopes expressed along the spot axes (uv), leading to the construction of a diagonal noise covariance matrix CsLS
noise |uv , which
is in turn projected on Zernike terms using the projection matrix
P introduced in Sect. 4.3:
LS
|
CzLS
noise = MZR P Csnoise |uv P MZR .
|

(24)

The total noise term σ2noise is obtained by computing the trace of
CzLS
noise .
Alternatively, noise can also be measured directly along the
axes of the detector by estimating the amplitude of the Dirac
peak on the slopes auto- and cross-correlation. For the crosscorrelation, we estimate the contribution of the turbulence at
τ = 0 by taking the average of the values at τ = −1 and τ = 1.
This contribution is then subtracted from the total slope crosscorrelation at τ = 0 to retrieve the amplitude of the Dirac, as
illustrated in Fig. 8. This allows us to build a noise covariance
matrix for each subaperture j of the form
!
n xx n xy
CsLS
|
=
,
(25)
jnoise xy
n xy nyy
where n xx and nyy represent the noise measured on the slope
auto-correlation along each axis of the subaperture.
To verify that our method to measure n xy is valid, we have
diagonalised CsLS
jnoise | xy . The eigenvalues found with this operation
should correspond to the noise measured directly along the axes
of the spot. This match is verified in Fig. 9, where the blue line
and orange line are superimposed, the former representing noise
measured on the slopes projected along the axes of the spots
and the latter representing noise measured when diagonalising
CsLS
jnoise | xy . In the same figure the measured noise is higher along
the elongation axis. On both axes, four subapertures display considerably more noise; they correspond to the central subapertures
that receive a little more than half the light a fully illuminated
subaperture would because they are partially hidden behind the
central obscuration.
4.6. Cone effect

Using simulations we derive a transfer function H to convert
the measured Cn2 profile into σ2cone , the cone effect contribution
to the wavefront difference between TS and LS measurements.
H is obtained with a similar method to the one previously used
on CANARY to compute the tomographic error (Gendron et al.
2014b).
In the simulations, we define both WFS as ideal SH limited only by their wavefront sampling, with one of them observing a guide star at a finite altitude. The difference between the
measurements of the two WFS is therefore only impacted by
the cone effect, and the impact on the aliased phase is also
accounted for. In this configuration, using the method described
by Gendron et al. (2014a), we compute Cscone (hl ), the slope
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Fig. 9. Noise measured on the LS for each slope along the elongated axis (first 36 slopes) and the thin axis (last 36 slopes) for one acquisition in
sequences 5, 10, and 15 (left to right). The blue curves show the noise values obtained when projecting the slopes on the elongated and thin axes
of the spot, the orange dashed curves show the values obtained when computing the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix CsTS
noise | xy .
Table 5. Spatial variance of the cone effect expressed in nm rms, corresponding to the turbulent profiles shown in Fig. 11, where the beginning
of the sequence corresponds to the time given in Table 3 and the profile
for the end of the sequence corresponds to the measurements made for
the beginning of the next sequence roughly 20 min later.
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Fig. 10. Transfer function H with respect to hl , the altitude of the turbulent layer, normalised by hNa , the altitude of the sodium layer.

covariance matrix of the two WFS for different turbulent layer
altitudes hl and a unitary strength of turbulence defined as
D/r0 (hl ) = 1.
The slope covariance matrices are then projected on the
Zernike modes using the same principle as in Eq. (23). Using
the linearity of wavefront variance with Cn2 (i.e., r0−5/3 ) and the
independence of each turbulent layer, the total Zernike covariance matrix is
!5/3
nl
X
D
|
MZR Cscone (hl ) MZR .
Czcone =
(26)
(h
)
r
0
l
l=1
The trace of Czcone then gives σ2cone .
By defining the transfer function H (hl ) as the trace of the
|
matrix MZR Cscone (hl ) MZR , σ2cone becomes
!5/3
nl
X
D
2
× H (hl ) ,
(27)
σcone =
r0 (hl )
l=1
where (D/r0 (hl ))5/3 is obtained from the turbulence profile measured on-sky. Figure 10 shows the transfer function.
Table 5 gives wavefront error due to the cone effect for
sequences 5, 10, and 15. The corresponding measured profiles
are plotted in Fig. 11. Since the measurement of the vertical
turbulence profile was not made very often, this term of the
error breakdown has the largest uncertainties attached to it.
However its contribution remains relatively small as the telescope diameter is 4.2 m. In addition, the turbulence profile in
La Palma is usually largely dominated by the ground layer
(García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida 2011), which also contributes to
small values for the cone effect.
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4.7. Reference slopes

The TS reference slopes are obtained by taking measurements,
while the DM is shaped to provide the phase-diversity-optimised
point spread function (PSF) on the IR camera (Gratadour et al.
2013). Following the reference slopes calibration, we measured
a Strehl ratio of 0.73 in H band on an internal reference source,
a value consistent with that obtained in the previous phases
of CANARY due to the high frequencies defects on the DM
surface.
Whether on the bench or on sky, the LS reference slopes are
measured while the loop is closed on the TS.
For the purpose of off-line data processing, LS reference
slopes are recomputed using acquisitions during which the loop
was driven by the TS. Thresholds on the LS images used 90–120
brightest pixels during operations, different to the fixed threshold
used offline. As the spots are asymmetric, different thresholds on
the centre of gravity result in different reference slopes, therefore we cannot use the LS reference slopes measured on-sky.
Centroid gain is also compensated for in the on-sky reference
slopes.
For the correlation, we followed a different approach, similar
to the one described in Basden et al. (2014). For each subaperture, the kernel K of the acquisition under consideration is computed, as described earlier, by taking the average image of the
first 500 frames. The correlation kernel K CL of the acquisition
in closed loop on the TS during the same observation sequence
is also computed, also by averaging the first 500 images of this
acquisition. The result of the correlation between K CL and K
is then used to displace K, so that the kernel for the acquisition under consideration is placed in the same position as the
one obtained in close loop. In that case the reference slopes are
implicitly present in the correlation kernel. Since correlation is
not affected by the centroid gain, there is also no need to take it
into account.
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Fig. 11. Turbulent profiles measured for sequences 5, 10, and 15 (left to right) at the beginning of the sequence (blue) and at the end (orange,
profile measured at the beginning of the next sequence).

5. Study of the residual errors
Thanks to the computations made in the previous section, we
know all the terms necessary to compute σ2res , the dynamic residual error in Eq. (13), and m2res , the static residual error in Eq. (16).
In the following sections we use the square root of the different
terms of the error breakdown.
5.1. Full subaperture

We first look at the behaviour of the residual error in the case of
a full subaperture, the nominal CANARY LS subaperture containing 30 pixels across corresponding to a 19.500 field of view.
The LGS spot is reasonably well sampled and not truncated.
5.1.1. Dynamic residual error

The left-hand side of Fig. 12 shows the residual dynamic errors
found for the 15 sequences. They are put in perspective with the
values found for the total dynamic wavefront difference standard
deviation σ∆ϕ and noise on the LS σLS
noise . Since the residual error
is found by quadratically subtracting terms from σ2∆ϕ , negative
values can be found that correspond to an incorrect evaluation of
the terms. For the plots in this section we give the square root
of the absolute residual error with the negative sign of the error,
even though they are physically incorrect, rather than artificially
clip the results at zero. The right-hand side of Fig. 12 shows the
values for noise on the TS σTS
noise and the cone effect σcone .
In Fig. 12 the residual error varies roughly between 0 nm and
100 nm rms. We expect the residual error to be linked with the
characteristics of the LGS spots. This is in part verified as the
smallest values are reached for sequences 6 and 8, during which
the spots were relatively small and symmetric. In the last three
sequences the residual error decreases, while the spots’ profiles
and elongations stayed fairly similar and the seeing improved.
This suggests that turbulence strength has an impact on this term
and that weaker turbulence produces a smaller error.
The LS noise is the dominant portion of σ2∆ϕ , except for the
last three sequences during which the NGS was very faint. Use
of the correlation algorithm results in a lower LS noise than
using centre of gravity, but the difference in the residual error
is very small and well within the dispersion of the values found.
This shows that the assumptions made in Eq. (4) are verified: the
choice of the algorithm to measure slopes principally affects the
centroid gain values and the noise propagation on slopes, and
these two terms are properly removed from the residual error.
The difference in noise level between results obtained with the
correlation and centre of gravity is more pronounced when the

spots are asymmetric, illustrating that correlation makes more
use of the features of the spots.
In Fig. 12, we assume that the loop configuration (e.g.,
dithering, open loop, closed loop) does not affect the dynamic
terms of the error breakdown. Figure 13, which shows the variations in the different terms along time for three sequences,
confirms that this assumption was justified; the patterns in the
different terms cannot be linked to the loop configuration. However, the variations in the residual error σres appear to follow closely the variations in σTS
noise (dotted violet line with
squares points), especially visible for sequence 10 and for other
sequences not plotted here. Within a given sequence of observation, the noise variations on the TS should be linked mainly to
the seeing conditions, which would make the NGS spots shrink
or expand and thus modify the S/N. The link between the residual error and the TS noise therefore could indicate a dependence
between the residual error and the seeing, which was already
hinted at by the decrease in residual error over the last three
sequences. Moreover, it is consistent with the low and even negatives residual errors measured in sequence 15. The low residual
errors, presumably due to the very good seeing, easily become
negative when another term is overestimated, which also hides
the correlation between the variations in the TS noise and the
residual error. In particular, both TS and LS noise are significantly higher during this sequence, more easily producing an
overestimation of these terms.
On the other hand, the variations in noise on the LS are
very small within one sequence, which was already visible in
the small dispersion of values in Fig. 12. This confirms that the
LGS noise is relatively independent from seeing conditions and
is mainly driven by the sodium profile which, for our observations and the resolution of our LS, varies slowly enough not to
produce large variations in noise.
The values used for the cone effect correspond to that of the
nearest measured turbulence profile in time, hence the step in the
values shown in Fig. 13 when the nearest profile in time known
is the one measured after the sequence rather than the one measured at the beginning.
The variations of the residual error with respect to turbulence
strength (r0−5/3 ) is given in Fig. 14. In this plot we use the square
of the residual error shown in the previous plots, as we expect
a relation of proportionality between the variance of the phase
and r0−5/3 (i.e., the integral of Cn2 ). The large dispersion of the
points plotted in Fig. 14 results from the errors in the computation of σ2res , linked for instance to the variability of the true cone
effect error from one acquisition to another. The dispersion can
also be explained by σ2res depending from observing parameters
other than turbulence strength, such as the sodium layer density
profile.
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least in part due to the possible residual misalignment between
the two on-axis wavefront sensors, although differential anisoplanatism would be comprised in this term. The large dispersion
of the points plotted in Fig. 14 results from the error bars in the
computation of σ2res , linked for instance to the variability of the
true cone effect error from one acquisition to another, and from
the possible dependence on several observing parameters, such
as the sodium density profile.
For the sake of completeness, Fig. 15 shows the Zernike
decomposition of the dynamic terms. In this figure, the cone
effect is not removed from the residual term (for which we do not
have Zernike decomposition) and becomes merely a ‘noiseless’
term, meaning that only the noise from both WFS are removed
from the total dynamic error. We note that the phase difference
variance expanded on the Zernike modes is dominated by the
LS noise variance, as observed for the total variance in Fig. 12,
especially for sequences 5 and 10. We recognise the expected
decrease in all terms as the modes increase up to mode 25. The
bump culminating in mode 29 is the signature of spatial aliasing.
5.1.2. Static residual error

In Fig. 14, the existence of a dependence between Cn2 and the
residual error is clear, but further work is necessary to establish
the exact relation between the two terms. This dependence is at
A158, page 14 of 19

Figure 16 shows the residual static error through time for
the three example sequences. The lowest values for each
sequence corresponds to the point where the reference slopes
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are computed, indicated by the black circles. We obtain an estimate of the order of magnitude at which the static error grows by
fitting a line through the measurement of mres after the LS reference slopes are measured. Analysing data from all 15 sequences,
we find increase rates ranging from 0.2 nm min−1 to 7 nm min−1 .
Figure 17 compares the (quasi-)static error values for centre
of gravity and correlation, but does not show any significant difference in the performance of either, whether in term of average
value or dispersion. We observe in Fig. 17 that the overall residual static error may vary between 20 and 200 nm rms, which is a
significant contribution to consider in an error budget.
There appears to be no obvious correlation between the
residual error and the seeing, the elongation of the spots, or their
asymmetry, nor between the variation in the residual error and
the rate of rotation of the spots in the images or the rate of change
in the baseline between LLT and WHT. Further work will be necessary to study the dependences of the quasi-static error.
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5.2. Reduced fields of view

Fig. 17. Static residual error for each sequence. The results shown are
obtained for slopes computed either with centre of gravity or correlation. Points represent the mean value obtained across each sequence
while the shaded areas represent the peak to valley dispersion of these
values.

Figures 18 and 19 respectively present the dynamic and static
residual errors obtained when the field of view of the subaperture
is reduced. Here centroid gain is always compensated for. The
behaviour is the same for both residual errors: they rise below
a threshold that varies with the profile of the spot. This result
echoes the changes observed in centroid gain values when the

field of view diminishes: when the spot is truncated the slope
measurements are no longer accurate. Logically, the asymmetrical spot (sequence 5) shows higher errors when it is truncated:
the change in the profile of the spot seen in the subaperture
undergoes more changes when the spot moves. We also see that,
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Fig. 18. Dynamic terms with respect to subaperture field of view for the three example sequences. The points represent the average value across
one sequence, the shaded areas represent the peak to valley dispersion of the values measured in the course of a sequence.
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Fig. 19. Static residual error with respect to subaperture field of view for the three example sequences. The points represent the average value
across one sequence; the shaded areas represent the peak to valley dispersion of the values measured in the course of a sequence.
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as expected, the error for the shorter spot (sequence 15) begins
to increase for smaller fields of view.
From these results we endeavoured to establish a lower limit
on the field of view without truncation impacting the measurement. For each acquisition we determine the minimum field of
view so that the average residual dynamic error is less than 10 nm
more than the full subaperture error. The median minimum fields
of view thus obtained for these sequences are shown in Fig. 20 as
blue circles. These values are then projected along the elongation
axis of the spot to make them correspond to the minimum length
of the spot, regardless of the spot orientation, and are shown as
orange squares. Finally, we also converted this length to match
the equivalent length of a spot observed from a distance of 39 m
and at zenith, using Eq. (1). The converted elongations are also
shown in Fig. 20 as green triangles and represent the worst case
elongation for the ELT. From these values we can determine that
the ELT minimum field of view should be able to accommodate spots as long as 2300 , corresponding to 16.300 field of view,
assuming that the most elongated spots are going to be along the
diagonal of the subaperture.
In this study the spots are re-centred in the subapertures during the offline processing by applying the results of the correlation between the whole detector image averaged over a few
seconds and a binary array reproducing the SH pattern with subapertures of 22 pixels (instead of 30). This allows for the spots
to be well centred, whereas the spots on-sky were positioned
using a brightest pixel centre of gravity so that spots with a bright
‘head’ (e.g., in sequence 5) would have the head in the middle
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2
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6
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10
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12

14

Fig. 20. Spots elongations and fields of view without truncation effects
for each sequence. The blue circles represent for each sequence the minimum subaperture field of view before the residual error rises to 10 nm
more than the full subaperture residual error. The orange triangles correspond to the same field of view projected on the elongation axis of the
spots. The red triangles represent the same length renormalised to correspond to a spot seen with a 39 m baseline and observed at zenith. The
green circles represent the corresponding field of view for spots rotated
by 45◦ in the subarperture.

of the field of view and the faint tail would easily be truncated.
Having re-centred the spots in a way that ensures that the whole
spot is well inside the subaperture makes us confident that the
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Fig. 21. Dynamic terms with respect to pixel scale for the three example sequences. The points represent the average value across one sequence;
the shaded areas represent the peak to valley dispersion of the values measured in the course of a sequence.
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Fig. 22. Static residual error with respect to pixel scale for the three example sequences. The points represent the average value across one
sequence; the shaded areas represent the peak to valley dispersion of the values measured in the course of a sequence.

minimum fields of view without an impact of truncation are not
badly estimated.
5.3. Increased pixel scale

Figures 21 and 22 show the effects of increasing the pixel
scale on the dynamic and static residual errors, respectively. The
impact is very small: the noise and static error increase slightly,
while the dynamic residual errors diminishes. The large pixel
scales seem to lead to an overestimation of the noise as the
dynamic error decreases while the static error increases.
In our measurement, even when the pixel scale is very large,
the short axis is not truly undersampled: the pixels divide the
short axis in a different way as we move along the elongation
axis of the spot. This explains the small impact of changing the
pixel scale on our results.
On a non-elongated spot the impact will be greater, so that
1.9500 pixels cannot be considered for an ELT sensor. The choice
will be dictated by an overall trade-off on all the slopes to be
measured in the whole pupil of the telescope, including the number of photons per subaperture, the phase reconstruction algorithm, the number of LGS, and the number of pixels available in
the WFS detector. For example, Gratadour et al. (2010) found a
pixel scale of 1.500 for a LGS spot FWHM of 1.500 in the short
axis but for pessimistic photon return conditions. On the other
hand, Thomas et al. (2008) determined that, with a sampling no
coarser than 1.5 pixel in the FWHM, the undersampling error is
negligible with respect to noise for photon levels as high as 104
photons per subaperture per frame.

6. Conclusions
With this experiment we have been able for the first time to test
the impact of the LGS elongation in real atmospheric conditions.
We have demonstrated that it is possible to use an ELT-scale
elongated LGS to successfully drive the AO loop, with performance similar to that obtained with a NGS, on the condition
that the non-common path aberrations on the LS are regularly
calibrated.
In this paper we have studied the impact of LGS elongation
on wavefront sensing through an error breakdown. This error
breakdown was obtained by comparing the wavefront measurement obtained with an elongated LGS and a NGS observed in
the same direction. With this comparison we have removed the
non-elongation errors from the LGS measurements to reach a
residual error that can be attributed to the elongation of the LGS.
We separated this error into dynamic and static components. The
study of the dynamic component showed values varying between
−50 and 160 nm rms with an average variation of 80 nm during
a 20-min observation sequence. We have demonstrated that this
error is linked with seeing conditions and spot profile: the error
increases with turbulence strength and sodium profile asymmetry within the elongated LGS. The static term varies between
20 and 200 nm rms and can grow by as much as 70 nm over the
course of 10 m. The presence of these slowly varying aberrations
indicates that reference NGS WFS, such as those foreseen for
MAORY (Bonaglia et al. 2018) and HARMONI (Dohlen et al.
2018) are indeed essential for the LGS AO system on the ELT.
We used two standard algorithms to measure the LS slopes
(centre of gravity and correlation) and saw that both could be
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used to accurately measure the wavefront. We also demonstrated
that, as expected, correlation is more adapted to the elongated
spots and the features produced by the sodium density profile. Using correlation reduces noise propagation, in particular for spots whose features are more pronounced. This study
also allowed us to confirm the noise behaviour predicted by
Tallon et al. (2008), and we presented robust methods for noise
measurements.
We also studied the impact of changing the WFS design by
simulating detectors with a smaller more realistic number of
pixels. We simulated both coarser pixel scales and subapertures
with a smaller field of view. We found that truncating the spots
strongly affects the measurements. The smallest field of view
without truncation errors ranged from 10.400 to 15.600 depending on the observing conditions. Translating these results to the
ELT looking at the zenith, elongations as large as 23.500 must
be accommodated. Supposing that the ELT LGS WFS are oriented so as to have the most elongated LGS spots lying along
the diagonal of the subaperture, the minimum field of view is
then 16.300 . A large pixel scale (up to 1.9500 ) had little impact
on the error; however, the impact would be stronger on a full
ELT pupil scale. In that case, the spots close to the launch telescope have a small elongation, so that they would be more sensitive to undersampling. We measured short axis FWHM of the
spots around 2.000 in our experiment. At the ELT, the FWHM
should be closer to 1.500 , and the pixel scale choice will have to
be optimised in consequence. This optimisation of the pixel scale
should be combined with the choice of the subaperture field of
view while taking into account the variations of spot elongation
in the ELT pupil and the number of available pixels in the WFS
detector. Both parameters will result from a complex trade-off
which is outside the scope of this paper.
With the data we used in this study it is possible to investigate
other algorithms to measure the slopes, algorithm that would
produce lower noise transmission or a better accuracy by using
knowledge of the sodium profile. More relevant for the current
design for the ELT will be developing ways to measure slopes
that are more robust to truncations, since even the largest detectors currently available do not allow for both good sampling of
the spots and large enough field of view. However, our future
work will first focus on better understanding the source of the
slowly changing aberrations that we witnessed within the static
term of the error breakdown, which is a key aspect to be able to
optimise the use of reference NGS WFS on the ELT.
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Appendix A: Correlation algorithm
In this appendix, we provide additional details to the implementation of the correlation-based algorithm to measure slopes.
Let us recall the general principle of the method: it relies on
the use of a kernel K which represents the turbulent spot at its
reference position. This kernel is correlated with the turbulent
image and the position of the maximum of the result of the correlation C gives the displacement of the spots with respect to its
reference position. We recall Eq. (18) to obtain the correlation
map:
X
C(x0 , y0 ) =
K(x + x0 , y + y0 ) × I(x, y).
(A.1)

P(x, y) = ax2 + by2 + cxy + dx + ey + f.

(A.5)

This corresponds to a paraboloid centred on the points xm0 , ym0 :

x,y

To speed up the computation of the correlation, the operation is
performed using a Fourier transform (Poyneer 2003),
C = F −1 (F (K)∗ × F (I)) ,

the width of the central peak. We choose to optimise the former aspect, which translates as smoothing the correlation map,
which in turn helps the fit and reduces the noise. We tested a
few different apodisation functions, and while the one selected
yielded better performance in terms of noise transmission, there
was very little difference between apodisation functions.
Once the correlation map has been computed, the maximum
position (xm , ym ) is derived among the available points. A 2D
Gaussian fit is then performed on the points around that maximum to refine its position. The polynomial function fitted is

(A.2)

with F symbolising the Fourier transform and ∗ the conjugate.
Before the correlation is computed, the arrays containing the
kernel and turbulent image must be doubled in size to avoid
aliasing effects (Thomas et al. 2006). The turbulent image is
zero-padded, but the kernel is quadrupled so that the final array
looks like this:
"
#
K K
.
(A.3)
K K
Quadrupling the kernel is essential to avoid errors induced by
the background: if a non-zero background is present in the kernel or the turbulent image, part of the correlation peak is made of
the multiplication of the background of the image and the background of the turbulent spot and biases the measurement towards
zero. Quadrupling the kernel allows the removal of this error.
Quadrupling the kernel is equivalent to nulling every other point
in the Fourier space, and this operation need not be applied to
the turbulent image.
In Fourier space, an apodisation function w is applied on the
product of the Fourier transforms of the turbulent image and the
complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the kernel:
w( j) = 0.3635819 − 0.4891775 cos(2π j/N)
+0.1365995 cos(4π j/N) − 0.0106411 cos(6π j/N).
(A.4)
Here N is the number of points on which the function is applied
(Nuttall 1981). To extend the function to two dimensions, a revolution is applied to it. The result is zero-padded until the array
dimensions are a power of two. Zero-padding has little influence
in increasing the precision of the correlation, but the use of an
apodisation function is essential. The zero-padding is therefore
only here to speed up the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the
correlation map in direct space. Choosing an apodisation function is a trade-off between maximising the difference between its
Fourier transform central peak and first sidelobe, or minimising

2db − ec
c2 − 4ab
2ea − dc
·
= 2
c − 4ab

xm0 =
ym0

(A.6)

The slope on the x-axis is then given by
s x = xm + xm0 ,

(A.7)

and similarly on the y-axis.
The polynomial coefficients are derived from the leastsquares method
 
 a  
 b   x2 y2 x y x y 1† log(C(x , y ))
0 0
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0
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xn yn xn yn xn yn 1
 e 
f
where † denotes the generalised inverse. The inverse matrix
contains the x and y coordinates of the points used for the fit,
expressed in local coordinates centred on (xm , ym ) to the appropriate power. The right-most term of the equation is a vector containing the logarithm of the intensities of the correlation at those
points.
Since the correlation has a larger frame due to zero-padding,
the number of points n around the maximum used to perform the
fit is chosen to correspond to the smallest odd number of points
to reach a size close to three original pixels. If we choose more
pixels, the accuracy diminishes as the zone fitted goes further
than a Gaussian.
This fit is the same as described in Löfdahl (2010) as the
2D least-squares fit, with slight variations. In our implementation it can be operated on a flexible number of pixels around the
maximum, and using the logarithm of the intensities of the correlation map, thus its denomination of Gaussian fit. We found
consistently worse results when using a parabolic fit (using the
correlation intensities without applying a logarithm first).
We also tested thresholding the image before applying the
correlation, and found that it does not improve performance.
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